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Solve Following Questions Five Marks each 

 

Explain elements of multimedia. 

In multimedia there are basic five elements which are used to create 

particular  Information more effective and interesting.   

 
                                            Dig- Elements of multimedia   

        

    

  

                                           

Audio       

    

    

    

    

Multimedia       

Text       

Animation       
Video       

Graphic   



   

Above dig indicates different elements of multimedia such as text, graphics, 

animation, audio and video.   

1) Text:   

    Text is most popular and widely used to represent the information. Text includes 

words, sentences and paragraphs to communicate throughout ideas and facts. A text 

technology is based on letters, paragraphs, numbers, characters such as $, @, &,*, % 

etc.  for build specific information text elements are as follows-   

a) Alphabet- it includes A to Z, a to z that is uppercase and lowercase.   

b) Numbers- this element includes 0-9 digits.   

c) Special characters- it includes $, @, # etc.   

Ex- .txt        .doc   

2) Graphics:   

 This element includes pictures, clip arts, line-art and photographs. Graphics are used to 

provide backgrounds, informational contents for multimedia products. Those graphics 

are created by using Ms-paint, abode Photoshop and any other drawing software.in 

graphics file we can use    

- Bitmap image   

- Vector image   

Bitmap image- it contains grid N pixels to create image.    

Vector image- this image created digitally by executing commands.    

Ex- .jpg (joint photographic expert group)         Bitmap    

3) Animation:   



 Animation is the motion of picture to display specific information, in animation first 

we have to draw different images by using input process. These images can be 

combined using composition stage. Then we can display those images by using 

interpolation process. In between process changing colours can be possible by using 

colour lookup table (CLUT).  

These techniques of animation are 2D or 3D animation.   

Ex- flash, graphic interchange   

4) Audio:   

Audio includes switches, music and any other type of sound. The main element of 

audio is sound. The audio includes effect of switches used for multimedia packages. 

Basically there are two types of audio.    

- Analog audio   

- Digital audio    

Audio is nothing but already stored file for multimedia application. Digital audio is 

actual representation of sound. In multimedia we use different files to represent 

information.   

Ex- AIFF (audio interchange format file)        .WAV (wave file)        . MIDI 

(music instrument digital interface) . RA- real audio   

5) Video:   

 In this element of multimedia it will combine video as well as audio files 

to the dynamic contents for multimedia products. Video is nothing but 

moving picture often view of time.  

It can be also recording live action usually captured by digital cameras. Videos are 

used in files in variety of formats.     



Ex- Windows’s media file        Quick time        Audio video interval   

What is CD ?Explain Physical layer of CD ROM 

 CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk Read Only Memory emerge as most cost effective medium 

for MM projects.  

 CD-ROM can contain up to 84 minutes of videos of sounds or it can contain unique mixes if 

images, sounds, videos and animation.  

 CD-ROM is used for different CD’s  

 CD-ROM can contain a physical construction supports to a disk.  

 This is having 1.2 MM of thickness and 15 MM spindle whole at the center.  

 A polycarbonate surface contains information about pit’s and Land’s.  

 Pit’s represented binary 0 and Land’s represent binary 1.  

 This is covered with Aluminum or gold that increases the reflectivity of recording surface.  

 A polycarbonate subtracts a protective layer of Lacquer and information about pits and Lands 

represented by a physical layer of CD-ROM.  

 

 

 

 The following figure of show a physical layer of CD-ROM  



   

                                       Dig 3.1 a physical layer of CD-ROM 

 A CD-ROM contains a single track, which is start from inside and spirals outwards.  

 This is an encoding the information in the form of pits and LAND’s.  

 Most of the personal computers sold today including CD-ROM players.   

 

 What is  Coding requirements 

 -- Images have considerably higher storage requirements than text, and audio and video have 

still more demanding properties for data storage.   

 

 

 Moreover, transmitting continuous media also requires substantial communication data  

Rates.  

 In order to be able to compare the different data storage and bandwidth requirements of various 

visual media like text, graphics, images, and video.  

 The following specifications are based on a small window of 640 * 480 pixels on a display. The 

following holds always:   



 1. Text  

 2.Graphics  

 3.Audio  

 4.Video  

 1. Text:  

 To representation of text, two by the are used for each character.  

 Each character is displayed by using 8 x 8 pixel. 

  Which is sufficient on display the ASCII characters.  

 ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange  

            ASCII characters set includes the value of 128 characters.  

 ASCII characters set are used to display. A to Z uppercase letter, a  to z lowercase 

letters, Punctuation makes and mathematical symbols.    

 

 

 

2. Graphics: 

 To representation of graphics that is vector graphics includes a typical still image is 

composed of 500 lines.  

 Each line defines Horizontal Position, Vertical Position and 8 bit attributes 

field.  

 The Horizontal axes are represented by using 10 bits and Vertical axes are 

coded with 9 bits.  

3Audio:   



 Following are the examples that specify the continuous media and drive, the amount 

of storage is required 1 second of playback.  

 An uncompressed audio signal telephone quality is sampled at rate of 8 KHz and is 

quantized with 8 bits per sample. This need to bandwidth requirements is 64 kilobits to store 1 

second of playback.   

 An uncompressed sterol and audio is used with CD quality.  

These sampled rate of 44.1 KHz and quantized with 16 bits per   sample.  

 Hence, the storage requirements is, 44.1 KHz x 16 bits=705.6 bits x 103  bits to store 1 

second of playback.   

4. Video: 

 According to the European PAL (Phase Alternate Line) standard.   

 A video is defined by 625 lines at the frame rate of 25 frames per second.  

 To determine the storage requirements of PAL standard, we assume the image 

resolution as used before 640 x 480 pixels and 3 bytes coded with luminance and 

chrominance components.  

 

 

Hence, the storage requirement of 1 image [frame] is  

    640 x 480 pixels x 3 bytes that is  

           92, 16,000 bytes or  

            73, 72,800 bits  

           To store 25 frames per second.  

 Explain RLE with example 



Run-length encoding (RLE):   

 RLE is a very simple form of lossless data compression in which sequences of same 

data value occurs in many consecutive data elements are stored as a single data value 

and count, rather than as the original run.   

 Following dig shows concept  of  Run-length encoding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                  Dig 2.1 Run-length coding 

 

 Run-length Encoding is simplest and earliest of the data compression schema that is a simple 

form of data compression.  

 Run-length encoding is applied on simple graphics, icons, and line drawing. - Run length 

encoding is used to compresses the black and white images.  

 In this schemes, the continuous repeated string of characters is replaced by two 

bytes.  

 The first byte contains no representing, the number of times the character is 

repeated and second byte contains character itself.  

 This is most useful on data that contains many such runs. Consider. 

 

 For example, simple graphic images such as icons, line drawings, and animations. 

  It is not useful with files that don't have many runs as it could greatly increase the 

file size.   

 For example, consider a screen containing plain black text on a solid white 

background. 

  There will be many long runs of white pixels in the blank space and many short 

runs of black pixels within the text.  

 Assume that  scan line, with B representing a black pixel and W representing white 

pixel , might read as follows:   

WWWWBWWWWWBBBWWWWWWWWBWW = 30 characters. 



 With a run-length encoding (RLE) data compression algorithm applied to the above 

assume scan line, it can be represented  as follows: 

4W1B5W3B8W1B2W   

 This can be interpreted as a sequence of four Ws, one B, five Ws, three Bs, etc..,   

 The run-length code represents the original 30characters in only 14 characters.  

 While the actual format used for the storage of images is generally binary rather than 

ASCII characters. 

 

Explain Huffman Encoding with Tree structure 

Huffman encoding:  

 The modified version of Run-length encoding is known as Huffman Encoding. 

 The most frequent character gets the smallest code and the least frequent character gets 

the largest code. 

 Huffman Encoding is a variable Length encoding, generating that, shortest code for 

frequently occurring Run-length Huffman encoding is applied on Black and White images.  

 This is discovered that, the probability of occurrence of white pixel is not same as the 

Probability of occurrence of Black pixel in Run-length Huffman encoding is based on Tree 

Structure.  

 Which is constructed as based on white and black pixel in   Run lengths or bit stream.  

                For example: 

 The Probability of occurrence of Run length (R,n) is P (Rn).  

              Note: The CCITT group 3 table source the codes for black and white pixels in Run-lengths. The 

Run-length code of 16 white pixels is, 101010  

The Run-length code of 16 black pixels is, 00000 10 111  



Statically, occurrence of 16 white pixels is more frequency than 16 black pixels. The tree structure of 

these codes are as follows,The coding tree of 16 white pixels is (10 10 10).  

                                                                                     

  Dig 2.1 The coding tree of 16 white pixels is (10 10 10). 

                                                         

Dig2.1 The coding tree of 16 black pixels is, (0000010111)                                                                                

                                               

Advantages of Huffman Encoding such as,  

 Huffman encoding is mostly used in document imaging.  

 A Huffman encoding used to simple implementation of software and hardware.  

.  

Explain JPEG Technique 

 

JPEG:  

 A joint committee known as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) has been 

working to establish the first international compression standard for continuous-tone 

still images, both grayscale and color. 

 



  JPEG's proposed standard aims to be generic, to support a wide variety of applications 

for continuous-tone images. To meet the differing needs of many applications, 

 The JPEG standard includes two basic compression methods, each with various modes of         

operation. A DCT (discrete cosine transform)-based method is specified for 'lossy' compression, 

and a predictive method for 'lossless' compression.   

 JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group.  

 JPEG file format was developed compress the large bitmap images.  

 JPEG files are smaller because less information will be displayed to the images.  

Since, JPEG file is compressed, then lot of loss of pixels but they could not be noticed 

in photography or real world images.  

 JPEG images are always rectangular and have straight edges.  

JPEG files are transported for the internet download too the web browsers.  

 JPEG images use lossy compression method.  

Advantages of JPEG are as follows:-  

 JPEG is used or stored digital images on the web.  

 JPEG is useful in photographic images.   

 The following figure shows the process of JPEG compression.  

 



  
Dig 2.4 Figure Process of JPEG Compression  

 DCT Stands for Discrete Co-sign Transform. 

 DCT produce frequency domain by reducing data redundancy. 

 Quantizer quantizes a DCT co-efficient. 

 The entropy that is large amount of data is converted into small size of data without 

reduction of much information 

 As a result, to produce a compressed data image. 

 

Discuss  Applications of Multimedia. 

There are many sectors in which multimedia can used. Multimedia is widely used in the 

heterogeneous environment and places from classroom to star hotels as well as in research 

lab to movie theatre. Following are some application of multimedia.   

Multimedia in business   

Multimedia in education    

Multimedia in home   

Multimedia in public places   

Multimedia for entertainment    

Document imaging   

1. Multimedia in business:   



 Multimedia is widely used in business. In business multimedia can 

be used for marketing and advertisement.   

 Video conferencing is the most effective tool in business. Video 

conferencing is widely used as transfer information as well as 

training purpose.   

   

2. Multimedia in education:   

 Multimedia is widely used in education sector. These education 

sectors are as school, classes, Colleges etc.    

 Now a days in school used traditional teaching methods and 

making in multimedia applications such as multimedia 

presentations of LCD projector and some animated movies 

designed for students.   

 For study each lesson gets record for students. These records 

can play again and                    again to understand better 

concept of lesson.     

3. Multimedia in home:    

 It has already entered in our home in terms of television.   

 It has become very powerful nowadays everyone is making use of DTH service 

by  

service provider.    

 It also provides educational channels for kids and different games to make child 

intelligent.   

   

4. Multimedia in public places:   



 Multimedia is widely used in public places such as air-stations, 

bus-stands, railwaystations and hospitals etc. 3   

 There are no. Of information kiosks have been set up at different 

places so that we can get lot of information about as we needed.    

 At the post office kiosks have been setup for to give different 

scheme information.    

 In banking sector information kiosks can be used to assign token 

numbers for account holders.    

5. Multimedia for entertainment:    

 We can watch different TV shows, films as well as videos.   

 We can also play computer based games. Multimedia is widely used in 

home  application type.    

 We can watch TV channels from different countries.    

   

6. Document imaging:   

 It is used to create combination of text and image.   

 Document imaging is widely used in law office, countries and state 

government  

office.   

 It is nothing but scanning of original documents and keep original 

copy secure in digital format.    

Explain High definition system 

(HDTV): 

 HDTV is more advanced and expensive system in the world of television. 



 HDTV is having some principals to display image for the viewer 

 Those principals are as given below: 

1. Resolution. 

2. Aspect ratio. 

3. Viewing Distance 

 

1. Resolution: 

 The HDTV image has approximately twice as any horizontal and vertical pixel as 

conventional systems. 

 It supports all over countries of world  

 It supports broadcasting in all over world, in all countries HDTV supports 1080 to 

1120  horizontal and near about 60 frames per second.  

 For broadcasting as we know that video is having audio and video data so that  

 It requires more space for storing and coding the video so that it requires different 

broadcasting standards for different countries all over world.  

 It also requires large bandwidth for sending video data. 

 It transmit  image in video bandwidth and uses additional bandwidth is use to 

transmit the colour values separately so that the total bandwidth is more  as compare 

to other standard. 

 

 

 

2. Aspect ratio: 

 The aspect ratio of the proposed HDTV images is  



16/9= 1.777. 

3. Viewing Distance: 

 Since the Eyes ability to distinguish details is limited. 

 The more details HDTV image should be viewed closer than conventional system.   

Explain Computer based Animation 

 Early digital computer animation was developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 

1960s. 

 Animation is the motion of the picture to display the information or A sequence of steady 

image in the proper sequence particular rate is known as animation. 

   The process of animation is known as persistence of eyes. 

 Animation covers all changes that here visual effect which are different in nature like as 

position shapes, transparency and structure.  

 They provides series of image run at the frame rate of 30 to 40 frames per second. 

 Computer based animation is performed by some computer graphics tools. 

 Following diagram shows the rotation of ball with its path of moment. 

 

                                                                                                        Vector path 

 

Dig 6.3 the ball Rotation moments. 

 

 

 By using some images we can create computer based animation. 



 By adding path and different frames of same image we can create computer based 

animation. 

 A ball is moving or rotating while its bouncing. 

 Following are some stages of animation such as: 

1. Input process 

2. Composition stage 

3. In-between process 

4. Changing colour  

 

1. Input process: 

 This is the first step to draw pictures or imaged and make them digital to 

providing actual images by using different graphical tools.   

2. Composition stage: 

 In Composition stage the foreground and background figure are combine to 

produce individual frames. 

 These frames provides the continuity of images. 

3. In-between process: 

 This process provides a series of images like as starting images ending image 

so on. 

 

 

 

 

 This process provides the interpolation between images frames. 



 It work on sequence of images. 

 For example : 

A ball is thrown in the air using sequence of three key frames as shown in diagram 

(a)  

 Resulting track of ball is shown in dig (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                Diagram a                                                    Diagram b 

Dig 6.4 Liner interpolation of motion a ball 

4. Changing colour  

 For Changing colour computer based animation is use CULT i.e. Colour lookup 

table. 

 Assuming that the 8 bit image with resolution as 640*480 provides 256 different 

colours. 

 To trick the eye and the brain into thinking they are seeing a smoothly moving 

object, the pictures should be drawn at around 30 frames per second or faster. 

  (A frame is one complete image.) With rates above 75-120 frames per  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_eye


Second, no improvement in realism or smoothness is perceivable due to the way the 

eye and the brain both process images. 

 Conventional hand-drawn cartoon animation often uses 15 frames per second in 

order to save on the number of drawings needed, but this is usually accepted 

because of the stylized nature of cartoons. To produce more realistic imagery, 

computer animation demands higher frame rates. 

 Explain Global Structure of Multimedia MM projects.   

 

ally it’s divided in 4 domains for different purposes.   

There are four types of domain are present in multimedia.   

Device domain   

System domain   

Application domain   

Cross Domain or Synchronization   

Following dig shows the main fields of multimedia system. The basic idea of dig is expressed the 

interaction among the component of multimedia system.     

   

   



 

1) Device domain :   

 In this type of domain the processing of digital audio, video, 

data are based on digital signal processing.   

   

   

 Here are different methods are available for the processing of 

image, graphics and animation.    

 The audio techniques include music and sound processing. The 

understanding of technology mainly based on TV development 

including digital representation and HDTV.    

 The data compression is based on current quality requirement 

and available technology.    



 The optical storage space has unattributed significantly to the 

current development of computer technology.    

 Almost all development are based on CD-DA (compact disc-

digital audio) on other hand network with their high bandwidth 

and their capacity for transmitting all media types.    

2) System domain:   

 The interface between the device domain and system domain is 

specified by the computer technology.    

 Basically system domain is based on following system-   

a. Database system:    

This system allows structured access to data and management for large database. b.  

Operating system:   

 This system serves as the interface between computer hardware system software and all 

other software components.   

   

   

   

   

 The O.S provides different services that relate to the computer resources like processor, 

main memory and network.   

c. Communication system:   

 This system is responsible for data transmission according to the timing and reliability requirements 

of networked multimedia application.   



3) Application domain:   

The services of system domain are offered to the application domain through proper programming 

abstraction.    

Part of multimedia O.S. programming language or object oriented class. Another topic in application 

domain is document handling.    

A document consists of structured information represented in different media. That is text, graphics, 

animation or video. Many functions of document handling and other applications are accessible and 

presented to the user by using user interface.   

By using tools and applications user can develop any type of application.   

   

Cross domain:   

In this domain the synchronization is occurred. The relationship among various domains like device 

domain, system domain and application domain.    

In this way cross domain used to synchronize remaining domains for particular   

task.   

What is Sound? Explain its Basic Concept. 

Basic concept of sounds: 

 Sound is physical phenomenon produced by vibration of matter. As the matter vibrates 

pressure vibrations are created in air of surrounding. 

  This alteration of high and low pressure is reached to the human ear and sound is 

created by us. The pattern of oscillation is called as wave form. 

  The wave form repeats the sae shape of regular interval is called periodic.  

 Since sound waves occur naturally, they are never perfectly smooth or uniformly 

periodic.  

 However, sound that display a recognizable periodically to be more musical than those 

which are non-periodic.  

Y      F=1/T 



 

 

 Amplitude 
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Time 

     X 

 

   -  

 

 One period 

                                    Dig4.1 Air pressure wave of sound 

For example- periodic sound sources are musical instruments oval sounds and whistling of wind and 

bird songs. Non-periodic sound sources are unpitched sounds like cough and rush water.  

1) Frequency: 

 The frequency of sound is reciprocal value of time or period.  

 The frequency represents the number of periods in seconds is measured in (Hz).  

 A convenient observation indicates thousands of oscillations per second.  

         1 kHz = 1000 Hz 

The frequency range is divided in following table. 

Sound Frequancy 

Infrasound             0-20 Hz 

                             Human hearing             20 Hz- 20 kHz 

Ultrasound            20 kHx-1GHz 

Hyper sound            1GHz- 10 THz 

 



Table 4.1 The frequency Range 

  Multimedia system typically make use of sound only within the frequency range of human 

hearing. 

  We will call sound within the human hearing range is audio file. 

2) Amplitude: 

 a sound is also having amplitude. A property of amplitude is heard as loudness.  

 The amplitude of sound is measure of displacement of air pressure wave. 

What is Music? Explain its Basic Concept. 

 Music: the relation between music and computer has become more and more important 

especially considering the development of MIDI (music instrument digital interface) and it 

is important contribution in music industry today.  

 The MIDI interface will be electronic musical instruments and computer is the small piece 

of equipment that plug directly into computer serial port allow the transmission between the 

music devices.  

 The MIDI is considered to be the most compact interface between music world. It will give 

the full scale output without noise.  

  MIDI stands for music instrument digital interface. MIDI is standard that manufactures of 

electronic musical instrument. 

  It is set of specialization which is used to build the instrument which can use without 

difficulty.  

 MIDI used for communicate musical information between one another. 

 

 

 



What is MIDI devices? Explain MIDI devices 

 With the help of MIDI interface, a computer can control output of individual instrument on 

the other hand computer can store and process coded musical data through the same 

interface. 

  The data are generated with keyboard and reproduced through the sound generator. 

  A sequencer can store data digitally.  

 

 

 The heart of any MIDI system is synthesizer device.  

 Synthesizer looks like simple piano keyboard with panel of full buttons.  

Following are some MIDI devices. 

1. Sound generator 

2 .Microprocessor 

3. Keyboard 

4. Control panel 

5. Auxiliary controller 

6. Memory 

1. Sound generator: 

 Sound generator does the actual work of synthesizing sound.  

 The purpose of rest of synthesizers to control the sound generator. 

  The principle of generator is to produce an audio signal that become sound 

when fed into a loud speaker.  

 By varying the voltage oscillations of the audio signals.  



 A sound generator changes the quality of the sound that is its pitches, loudness 

and tone. 

 

2. Microprocessor: 

 The microprocessor communicates with the keyboard to know that the notes. 

 

 

 

  the music playing and with control panel to know what commands the musical 

wants to send to the microprocessor.  

 The microprocessor then specifies note and sound command to the sound 

generator in other words, the microprocessor send and receive MIDI messages.  

 

3. Keyboard: 

 The keyboard affords the musicians direct control of synthesizer. 

 Pressing key on the keyboard signals the microprocessor what note to play and 

how long to play them.  

 Some synthesizer keyboards can also signal to the microprocessor that how 

loud to play the notes and where to add vibrato effects to the notes. 

 

4. Control panel: 

 The control panel controls those functions that are not directly connected with 

notes ad durations (controlled by keyboard). 



  Panel controls include a slider that sets the overall volume of synthesizer, a 

button that turns the synthesizer on and off.  

 The menu that calls up different patches for the sound generator to play.   

5. Auxiliary controller: 

 Auxiliary controllers are available to give more control over the notes played 

on the keyboard.  

 It will control pitch up and down.  

 

 

6. Memory: 

 Synthesizer memory is used to store patches for sound generator and setting on 

the control panel. 

  Some synthesizer has a slot for external memory cartridges.  

 By using different memory cartridges, the musician can plug in a different 

cartridge each time. Most of the synthesizer have different type’s components 

like MIDI messages. 

 

What is Image? Explain in detail. 

             In multimedia project we can require large amount of memory for images. These files are like 

image, text, symbols, photographs etc. still images may be generated by geometrically shapes or any 

freehand drawing. Still images are divided in two parts in the computer.     

   

Bitmap drawn graphics   

Vector drawn graphics   

Bitmap images are used for simple or complex drawing. Vector drawn graphics are used for lines, 

circles, polygons and other graphical shapes that can be mathematically expressed in angles, co-



ordinates and distance. It also filled with colours and patterns. The appearance of both types of image 

is depending on display resolution of your computer.    

   

Bitmaps drawn graphics (Raster graphics)   

Bitmap images describe the characteristics of dots (.) individually called as pixels. Bitmap image 

provides different colours supported by computer. These resolution colours are as below   

   

 Table: 

5.1 

Colour 

Depths   

   

By using 

bitmap 

image, 

we can provide the different colours pixels and we can also provide the resolution. We can easily 

create copy, edit and email of bitmap image. Bitmap image provides number of ways such as    

1.1 Clipart   

On the internet number of software we can use clipart images.   

These clipart images can easily edit by user.  Clipart in the graphics are premade images used to 

illustrate any medium.  Today clipart is used in both forms electronic and printed.    

   

Bitmap software:    

In windows O.S. and Macintosh O.S. we can create and edit easily the bitmap images.    

This operating system provides number of software such as adobe Photoshop, macromedia, windows 

pen etc.   

   

Scanning images:   

Scanning the bitmap images is generally used in multimedia. There are different scanners are 

available for scanning images.   

For example:   

Flatbed scanner   

Colour depths   Colours   

1bit_map……………………………………   2 colours   

4 bitmap……………………………………   16 colours   

8 bitmap……………………………………   256 colours   

16bitmap……………………………………   65536 colours   

24bitmap……………………………………   Above 16 million colours   



Handheld scanner   

Feed in scanner   

Flatbed scanner is device that optically scans images, printed text, handwriting or an object which 

converts into a digital image.   

A scanner is device that captures image from photographic prints, posters, magazine pages, similar 

sources to edit and display.   

Scanner can scan black and white and colour images for different purposes.   

   

   

   

   

2) Vector drawn graphics   

The multimedia authoring system provides the use of vector drawn graphics objects like lines, 

rectangles, circles, polygons etc.   

CAD (computer added design) are used for creating highly complex and geometric images.    

It can be mostly used by engineers. Graphics artist can also use o=for vector drawn objects that used 

for 3D animation to make changes in position, rotation and applying shadow  

effects.    

Vector image- this image is to declare its contents like circles, curves, lines and rectangles.  

Such types of images are called as vector images.    

 

Dig 5.1 Vector images    

   

In above diagram it contains circle ,rectangles etc vector images.    

  

    

    

        

    



We can create an image b using radius, centre width, height.    

We can also apply different colours for vector images.   

Short notes on Coding Requirements. 

Images have considerably higher storage requirements than text, and audio and video have still more 

demanding properties for data storage.   

Moreover, transmitting continuous media also requires substantial communication data    

Rates.    

In order to be able to compare the different data storage and bandwidth requirements of various visual 

media like text, graphics, images, and video.    

The following specifications are based on a small window of 640 * 480 pixels on a display. The 

following holds always:     

1. Text    

2.Graphics    

3.Audio    

4.Video    

Text:    

To representation of text, two by the are used for each character.    

Each character is displayed by using 8 x 8 pixel.   

Which is sufficient on display the ASCII characters.    

ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange    

            ASCII characters set includes the value of 128 characters.    

 ASCII characters set are used to display. A to Z uppercase letter, a  to z lowercase letters,  

Punctuation makes and mathematical symbols. 

 Graphics:   

To representation of graphics that is vector graphics includes a typical still image is composed of 500 

lines.    

Each line defines Horizontal Position, Vertical Position and 8 bit attributes   

Field.    

The Horizontal axes are represented by using 10 bits and Vertical axes are coded with 9 bits.    



3Audio:     

Following are the examples that specify the continuous media and drive, the amount of storage is 

required 1 second of playback.    

An uncompressed audio signal telephone quality is sampled at rate of 8 KHz and is quantized with 8 

bits per sample. This need to bandwidth requirements is 64 kilobits to store 1 second of playback.     

An uncompressed sterol and audio is used with CD quality.    

These sampled rate of 44.1 KHz and quantized with 16 bits per   sample.    

Hence, the storage requirements is, 44.1 KHz x 16 bits=705.6 bits x 103  bits to store 1 second of 

playback.     

4. Video:   

According to the European PAL (Phase Alternate Line) standard.     

A video is defined by 625 lines at the frame rate of 25 frames per second.    

To determine the storage requirements of PAL standard, we assume the image resolution as used 

before 640 x 480 pixels and 3 bytes coded with luminance and chrominance components.   

Hence, the storage requirement of 1 image [frame] is      640 x 480 pixels x 3 bytes that is    

           92, 16,000 bytes or   73, 72,800 bits    To store 25 frames per second.    

 What is Compression explain its types. 

  Multimedia storage provide access to multimedia objects including text, images, 

Audio, and video. Due to the real-time storage and retrieval requirements and the 

large storage space and data transfer rate requirements of digital multimedia.   

Recent advances in computing and communication technologies provide on-line 

access to a variety of information sources such as books, periodicals, images, video 

clips, and scientific data. The architecture of such data having   multimedia storage 

.   As we know the multimedia elements are different types depends on type of MM 

elements memory storage is also required different memory size.   Generally most 

of the MM elements required large memory space.   To store this large amount of 

data in smaller space area we can use different compression techniques  

Compression can be either lossy or lossless.    Lossless compression reduces bits 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossy_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossy_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossless_compression


by identifying and eliminating statistical redundancy.   No information is lost in 

lossless compression.     

Lossy compression reduces bits by removing unnecessary or less important 

information.   The process of reducing the size of a data file is often referred to as 

data compression.    There are main two types of compression technique.    

                                       Lossless compression:   Lossless data compression algorithms usually exploit 

statistical redundancy to represent data without losing any information, so that the process is reversible.    

In this compression techniques no loss of data during the compression.   Lossless compression is 

possible because most real-world data exhibits statistical redundancy.   For example, an image may 

have areas of color that do not change over several pixels;  

instead of coding "red pixel, red pixel ...” the data may be encoded as "279 red pixels".     

For example :    

Run length encoding, Huffman encoding.    

2  Lossy compression:    

Lossy data compression is the converse of lossless data compression.    

In the late 1980s, digital images became more common, and standards for compressing them emerged.    

In the early 1990s, lossy compression methods began to be widely used.    

In these schemes, some loss of information is acceptable.    

Dropping nonessential detail from the data source can save storage space.     

Lossy data compression schemes are designed by research on how people perceive the  data 

in question.    
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We can apply lossy compression on music files, images, and video.     

Lossy image compression can be used in digital cameras, to increase storage capacities with 

minimal degradation of picture quality.    

For example: DVDs use the lossy MPEG-2 video coding format for video    

Compression.     

What is image ?Explain basic it’s concept 

             In multimedia project we can require large amount of memory for images. These files are 

like image, text, symbols, photographs etc. still images may be generated by geometrically shapes 

or any freehand drawing. Still images are divided in two parts in the computer.   

 

1) Bitmap drawn graphics 

2) Vector drawn graphics 

Bitmap images are used for simple or complex drawing. Vector drawn graphics are used for lines, 

circles, polygons and other graphical shapes that can be mathematically expressed in angles, co-

ordinates and distance. It also filled with colours and patterns. The appearance of both types of 

image is depending on display resolution of your computer.  

 

1)  Bitmaps drawn graphics (Raster graphics) 

Bitmap images describe the characteristics of dots (.) individually called as pixels. Bitmap image 

provides different colours supported by computer. These resolution colours are as below 
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Colour depths Colours 

1bit_map…………………………………… 2 colours 

4 bitmap…………………………………… 16 colours 

8 bitmap…………………………………… 256 colours 

16bitmap…………………………………… 65536 colours 

24bitmap…………………………………… Above 16 million colours 

 

 

Table: 5.1 Colour Depths 

 

By using bitmap image, we can provide the different colours pixels and we can also provide the 

resolution. We can easily create copy, edit and email of bitmap image. Bitmap image provides number 

of ways such as  

1.1 Clipart 

 On the internet number of software we can use clipart images. 

 These clipart images can easily edit by user. 

  Clipart in the graphics are premade images used to illustrate any medium. 

 Today clipart is used in both forms electronic and printed.  

  

 



1 Bitmap software:  

 In windows O.S. and Macintosh O.S. we can create and edit easily the bitmap images.  

 This operating system provides number of software such as adobe Photoshop, macromedia, 

windows pen etc. 

 

2 Scanning images: 

 Scanning the bitmap images is generally used in multimedia. There are different scanners 

are available for scanning images. 

  For example: 

a) Flatbed scanner 

      b) Handheld scanner 

      c) Feed in scanner 

 Flatbed scanner is device that optically scans images, printed text, handwriting or an object 

which converts into a digital image. 

 A scanner is device that captures image from photographic prints, posters, magazine pages, 

similar sources to edit and display. 

  Scanner can scan black and white and colour images for different purposes. 

 

 

 

 

2) Vector drawn graphics 



 The multimedia authoring system provides the use of vector drawn graphics objects like lines, 

rectangles, circles, polygons etc. 

 CAD (computer added design) are used for creating highly complex and geometric images.  

 It can be mostly used by engineers. Graphics artist can also use o=for vector drawn objects that 

used for 3D animation to make changes in position, rotation and applying shadow effects.  

 Vector image- this image is to declare its contents like circles, curves, lines and rectangles. Such 

types of images are called as vector images.  

 

 

  

 

Dig 5.1 Vector images  

 

In above diagram it contains circle ,rectangles etc vector images.  

 We can create an image b using radius, centre width, height.  

 We can also apply different colours for vector images. 

What is Color ?explain colors in detail 

 Colour is important component in multimedia. 

  We can apply different colours to the images in project which will help to create 

attractive image with the help of computerized colours.  

 Computer and number of software provides different colour for the image. Primary 

combinations that is RGB is used for the picture.  



 This RGB is nothing but 

  R-red 

  G-green 

  B-blue. Following table shows the basic RGB combination and display colour for image 

or any multimedia element. 

 Following table shows Display colour and it’s RGB combination. 

Display colour RGB Combination 

Red Red only 

Blue Blue only 

Green Green only 

Yellow Red  + Green 

Magenta Blue + Red 

Cyan White Green + Blue 

White  Blue +Green +Red 

Black None 

 

Table 5.2 Display colour and RGB Combination 

 

Colour pallet: 

 Pallet is a mathematical table that define colour pixel to display on screen.  

 The following table shows colour depth of colour pallet.  



Colour depth Colours Description 

1 bit 2 colours Black & white 

4 bit 16 colours Enough for colour image 

8 bit 256 colours Excellent 

16 bit 65530 colours More excellent 

24 bit Above 16 million colours Total realistic photo 

 

                                                   Table 5.3  Colour depth 

 In the above table depends upon the number of colour combinations the memory size of that 

particular pixel is increased. 

 Colour is important component in multimedia. 

  We can apply different colours to the images in project which will help to create 

attractive image with the help of computerized colours.  

 Computer and number of software provides different colour for the image. Primary 

combinations that is RGB is used for the picture.  

 This RGB is nothing but 

  R-red 

  G-green 

  B-blue. Following table shows the basic RGB combination and display colour for image 

or any multimedia element. 



 Following table shows Display colour and it’s RGB combination. 

Display colour RGB Combination 

Red Red only 

Blue Blue only 

Green Green only 

Yellow Red  + Green 

Magenta Blue + Red 

Cyan White Green + Blue 

White  Blue +Green +Red 

Black None 

 

Table 5.2 Display colour and RGB Combination 

 

Colour pallet: 

 Pallet is a mathematical table that define colour pixel to display on screen.  

 The following table shows colour depth of colour pallet.  

Colour depth Colours Description 

1 bit 2 colours Black & white 

4 bit 16 colours Enough for colour image 



8 bit 256 colours Excellent 

16 bit 65530 colours More excellent 

24 bit Above 16 million colours Total realistic photo 

 

                                                   Table 5.3  Colour depth 

 In the above table depends upon the number of colour combinations the memory size of that 

particular pixel is increased. 

Explain image format. 

Image formats: 

  There are two image formats are available in multimedia. 

a. Captured image format 

b. Stored image format 

a) Captured image format: 

 The image format is depending upon hardware and software are used for image formatting. 

  Hardware like different cameras, light effect during capture the image.  

 The quality of image is also depending upon colour encoding. 

  Image format is specified by two parameters. 

 Resolution: Special resolution which is specified by pixel by pixel that is 

independent pixel.  

 



 Colour encoding: Colour format is depend upon colour encoding which specified 

by bits per pixel. These two parameters depend on hardware and software for input 

and output of image. We can capture image by using digital camera. 

 

b) Stored image format: 

 we can store an image by using two dimensional array values each value represents the 

data associated with the pixel in the image.  

 The format of image depends on the platform provided by related operating system.  

 

 Here are many image file formats are available to store bitmap images and drawings. 

These are as follows , 

A) In Macintosh platform 

B) In windows platform 

C) In cross platform 

A) In Macintosh platform- 

 On the Macintosh operating system every image application can import or export a picture 

file. PICT stands for picture file format. 

 It was developed by apple to commonly used in Macintosh that is this format is available 

for users which are using Macintosh operating system.  

 PICT file format contains a header. A header contains information about the image such as 

resolution, type of image, colour depth etc. 

 Many programs for drawing images such as illustrator or freehand will allow important 

factor for bitmap image. 

 for the image formatting Macintosh platform is more suitable than other platforms.  

  



B) In windows platform: 

 Windows use a device independent “BMP” as bitmap picture format. 

 A “RIFF” that is Resource Interchange File Format is mostly used in multimedia 

development in windows. 

 FIFF is widely used in audio and video because this format is designed to contain MIDI 

files at formatted text. 

 Windows also provides “TIFF” that is tagged image file format. 

 

 

 This file format contains tags to store information about file like size, date, date of 

updating file. 

C) In cross platform: 

 For vector drawing programs use different file formats such as  

DxF , IGx and bitmap image etc. 

 DxF:  

Dxf is stands for drawing exchange format. DxF is used to ASCII based drawing for 

interchange file for auto cap. 

 IGx: 

IGx is stands for Industrial graphics. IGx is used for CADdrawing. 

 Bitmap image : 

For bitmap image file format. We use JPEG and GIF used on web and may be considered 

as cross platforms.  

 



What is video? Explain helical scan tape path.  

Video is nothing but visual multimedia source that combines a sequence of images to form a moving 

picture. Video transmits a signals to a screen and processed order in which the screen captures should 

be shown. 

  Videos usually have audio components that corresponds with the picture being shown on 

screen.  

 When user wants to play or work with video it requires highest performance demand on 

your computer and its memory and storage video will consider high quality colour still 

image on a computer screen could require as much as a megabyte or more storage memory.  

 Video will display 30 number of pictures frame per second as required to provide 

appearance of motion. 

   Memory storage needs at least 30 megabytes of storage to play your video for 1 second. 

 More than 1.8 gigabytes of storage for one minute. 

 More than 108 gigabytes for 1-hour video. 

  Just moving the pictures data from the capability of your computer. 

  A light reflected to the object passes through a video camera that light is converted in a 

special sensor known as CCD (charged coupled device) each channel contains the 

information about one field of the video frame that provides a helical scan high  

 bandwidth signal records on the magnetic tape. 

  Following dig shows helical scan and magnetic tape. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Video head 

 

 

 

 

 

 Dig6.1 Helical scan tape path 

 

 Audio channel track 

 Video channel track 

 

 Control track 

Dig:6.2 Half inch video tape 

 

 A video track contains information about video. 

  Audio track contains information about audio data in video tape. 

  Control track is used to provide audio and video control for specific working of video tape. 

  In digital video system the signals are converted into digital format and recorded in the form 

of bits that is 0’s and 1’s. 

  The following video formats are available for different broadcast video standards. 

 



Explain Broadcasting standard in detail.  

Broadcast video standards: 

1.  NTSC 

2.   PAL 

3. SCEAM 

4. HDTV 

1) NTSC (National Television Standards Committee): 

 These standards are defined a method for encoding information into electronic that 

ultimately created a television picture. 

  It was developed in 1952. It supports the broadcast standard in Japan.  

 In NTSC video standard uses 525 horizontal lines and 30 frames per second for video 

broadcasting. 

  A single frame video was made up of 525 horizontal lines drawn into phosphorus 

cathode picture tube. 

  This tube refresh the picture for every 1/30 second by moving electron beam. 

 The picture drawing occurred very fast that your eyes would see the image is stable. 

  This process is called as interlacing is a technique will help to prevent flicker on 

television screen. 

 

2) PAL (phase alternate line): 

 This system was used in U.K, Europe, Australia, South America, China and South 

America.  

 It supports screen resolution of 625 horizontal lines and shows the scan rate for 25 

frames per second. 

 



3) SCEAM (sequential colour and memory): 

 This system is used in France, Eastern Europe and few other countries. 

  It supports 625 horizontal lines and supports for 50 frames per second.  

 It will differ greatly from NTSC and PAL system in its basic technology and broadcast 

methods.  

 In European countries both standards are used PAL and SCEAM. 

 

4) HDTV (high definition television video): 

It supports broadcasting in all over world, in all countries HDTV supports 1080 horizontal and near 

about 60 frames per second.  

For broadcasting as we know that video is having audio and video data so that It requires more space 

for storing and coding the video so that it requires different broadcasting standards for different 

countries all over world.  

It also requires large bandwidth for sending video data. 

Explain Run-length encoding. 

RLE is a very simple form of lossless data compression in which sequences of same data value occurs 

in many consecutive data elements are stored as a single data value and count, rather than as the 

original run.  Following dig shows concept  of  Run-length encoding     

   

                                              Run-length coding   

   



Run-length Encoding is simplest and earliest of the data compression schema that is a simple form of 

data compression.    

Run-length encoding is applied on simple graphics, icons, and line drawing. - Run length encoding is 

used to compresses the black and white images.    

In this schemes, the continuous repeated string of characters is replaced by two bytes.    

The first byte contains no representing, the number of times the character is repeated and second byte 

contains character itself.    

This is most useful on data that contains many such runs. Consider.   

For example, simple graphic images such as icons, line drawings, and animations.   

It is not useful with files that don't have many runs as it could greatly increase the   

file size.     

For example, consider a screen containing plain black text on a solid white background.   

There will be many long runs of white pixels in the blank space and many short runs of black  

pixels within the text.    

Assume that  scan line, with B representing a black pixel and W representing white pixel ,  

might read as follows:     

WWWWBWWWWWBBBWWWWWWWWBWW = 30 characters.   

With a run-length encoding (RLE) data compression algorithm applied to the above assume  

scan line, it can be represented  as follows:   

4W1B5W3B8W1B2W     

This can be interpreted as a sequence of four Ws, one B, five Ws, three Bs, etc..,     

The run-length code represents the original 30characters in only 14 characters.    

While the actual format used for the storage of images is generally binary rather than ASCII 

characters.  

 

 

 

 

 



What is Multimedia? Explain Multimedia Highway. 

                       Multimedia is used in different social sectors to circulate particular information            

towards the one or more than one users.   

                        By using multimedia, we can make particular information more effective and        

visible for viewers. In computer system by using different applications, we can practically 

implement those elements.     

Multimedia can be defined as technology that engage in variety of media including text, graphics, 
audio, video, animation etc. that either separately or combination using computers to communicate 
the ideas or spread information. multimedia is used in different social sectors to circulate particular 
information towards the one or more than one users.   

 

Explain Huffman encoding. 

The modified version of Run-length encoding is known as Huffman Encoding.     

The most frequent character gets the smallest code and the least frequent character gets the largest 

code.   

Huffman Encoding is a variable Length encoding, generating that, shortest code for frequently 

occurring Run-length Huffman encoding is applied on Black and White images.    

This is discovered that, the probability of occurrence of white pixel is not same as the Probability of 

occurrence of Black pixel in Run-length Huffman encoding is based on Tree Structure.    

Which is constructed as based on white and black pixel in   Run lengths or bit stream.    

                For example:   

The Probability of occurrence of Run length (R,n) is P (Rn).    

The Run-length code of 16 white pixels is, 101010    

The Run-length code of 16 black pixels is, 00000 10 111    

Statically, occurrence of 16 white pixels is more frequency than 16 black pixels.    

The tree structure of these codes are as follows,The coding tree of 16 white pixels is (10 10   

10).           

                                                                               

  Dig 2.1 The coding tree of 16 white pixels is (10 10 10).   



                                                           

 The coding tree of 16 black pixels is, (0000010111)                                                                              

                                                 

Advantages of Huffman Encoding such as,    

Huffman encoding is mostly used in document imaging.    

A Huffman encoding used to simple implementation of software and hardware.  

   Explain Storage Devices and its Disadvantages. or 

Short Note on Storage space. 

 

1 Storage Space:   

 Multimedia storage provide access to multimedia objects including text, images, Audio, and 

video. Due to the real-time storage and retrieval requirements and the large storage space and 

data transfer rate requirements of digital multimedia.  

 Recent advances in computing and communication technologies provide on-line access to a 

variety of information sources such as books, periodicals, images, video clips, and scientific 

data. The architecture of such data having   multimedia storage .  

 As we know the multimedia elements are different types depends on type of MM elements 

memory storage is also required different memory size.  

 Generally most of the MM elements required large memory space.  



 To store this large amount of data in smaller space area we can use different compression 

techniques 

 Compression can be either lossy or lossless.   

 Lossless compression reduces bits by identifying and eliminating statistical redundancy.  

No information is lost in lossless compression.   

Note on  Lossy compression 

Lossy compression:  

 Lossy data compression is the converse of lossless data compression.  

 In the late 1980s, digital images became more common, and standards for compressing 

them emerged.  

 In the early 1990s, lossy compression methods began to be widely used.  

 In these schemes, some loss of information is acceptable.  

 Dropping nonessential detail from the data source can save storage space.   

 Lossy data compression schemes are designed by research on how people perceive the data 

in question.  

 We can apply lossy compression on music files, images, and video.   

 Lossy image compression can be used in digital cameras, to increase storage capacities with 

minimal degradation of picture quality.  

 For example: DVDs use the lossy MPEG-2 video coding format for video  

Compression.   
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Note on MPEG . 

MPEG: 

 MPEG stands for Moving Picture Expert Group.  

 MPEG is a compression technique that the example of Hybrid Coding.  

 An architecture of moving picture MPEG standard is primarily bit stream 

specification.  

 The MPEG specifies a decoding in the bit stream specification.   

 The bit stream specification is based on sequence of pictures each of which 

contains data that are needed to create single disable image.  

 

 

 Note that the order of transmission of picture may not be same as order in which 

picture will be displayed.  

 Following are four different pictures or frames depending on how to each picture to be 

decoded: 1. I – Pictures: 

These pictures are independent picture, which are coded by independent from any other 

pictures.  

2. P – Picture: 

 These are prescribed picture which are coded by the motion compression 

for previous I or P pictures.  

  3. B – Pictures: 

 These are interpolated pictures which are coded by interpolation between 

previous or future I or P picture. 



4. D – Picture: 

 These are special formats that is implementing the fast search nodes.  

 The following fig. shows sequence of picture will be displayed. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The above diagram shows. The  sequence of pictures the following 

dependencies of picture each other  

                       I P B B B I B B B  

                                       5 2 3  4 9 6 7  8   

Short Note on VDO Disk 

 Video disc is rigid circular plate of either metal or plastic used to record video and audio signals 

for playback.  

 It resembles a phonograph record and can be played on a disc machine attached to a 

conventional television receiver.  

 There are two major classes of videodiscs: magnetic and nonmagnetic. 

 The magnetic videodisc: The magnetic videodisc has an oxide-coated surface onto 

which input signals are recorded as magnetic patterns in spiral tracks. The video heads 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/television-technology


of the playback unit pick up these impressions and produce electrical signals that are 

converted back into pictures and sounds. 

 Nonmagnetic videodiscs: Nonmagnetic videodiscs are available in two basic types. One 

is produced by a mechanical recording system analogous to that used in the manufacture 

of phonograph records, whereas the other involves laser  

 

 

 

 

technology. The mechanically recorded disc is a metallic plate with spiral grooves of V-

shaped cross section. The pickup of the recorded information from the disk is 

accomplished electrically by a stylus. 

 The video disks, in the form of Laser vision serves as to output of motion pictures and audio.  

 The data as stored in an analog coded format on a disk.   

 A Laser vision disks has diameter of 30 cm and storage capacity is originally called as video 

long play disk (VLPD).  

 It was described for first time in PHILIPS in 1973.  

 Motion of a picture on the disk is imported with frequency modulation.  

 The Audio signals mixes with Video signals.  

 The video disk was designed as ROM that is Read Only Memory. Many differences write once 

storage media have come out, known as write once Read many disks or WORM disk.  

 For Ex: In the interactive video disk one each side 30 minute of audio and 30 frames per sec. 

can be stored and retrieved.  

 One can also store around 54000 studio quality images provide.  

 The diameter of one disk has 3.5 to 14 inches.  
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 This type of disk has storage capacity as 600 MB to 8 GB and so on.  

 The main advantages of WORM as compared to other storage media, is the ability to store large 

amount of data.  

 

 

1. Disadvantages or Problems offers in the WORM disk such as:  

o Media overflow can occurs, when a WORM disk is a nearly full.  

o Packaging refers to the block wise structures in WORM disk.  

o For Ex : In the size of 2048 bytes only 1 byte is used for write and other 2047 

bytes will be recorded without information contents.  

What is Multimedia Highway? Explain in detail. 

Multimedia Highway:- 

 Definition: 

 Multimedia is any combination of text, graphic art, sound, animation and video delivered 

to us by computer or other electronic means.  

 CD-ROM and Multimedia Highway. 

  Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) is a cost effective distribution. Medium for 

multimedia projects. 

 When multimedia owners gain information about the worth of their product they need to 

sell their product so they sell their product online as distributed resources on the  

 data highway(like a road highway toll) where the customer or user needs to pay money in 

order to  use the service or acquire the content.  

 Various elements like videos, sound, images and other interactive contents are shared over 

the highway. 



 The telecommunication networks are global and when information provider and content of 

the owner determined the worth of the product and how to change money of them.   

 Information elements will ultimately link up online as distributed resources on data 

highway.  

 Where you will pay to acquire and used to multimedia based information   

 Full text from books and margins will be accessible by modem and electronic thing.   

 Feature movies will be played and report from their information gets it.  - Lectures from 

participating university provides information for education credits   

 Street maps of any city will be available.  

Explain Concept of Multimedia Highway 

 Definition: 

 Multimedia is any combination of text, graphic art, sound, animation and video delivered 

to us by computer or other electronic means.  

 CD-ROM and Multimedia Highway. 

  Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) is a cost effective distribution. Medium for 

multimedia projects. 

 When multimedia owners gain information about the worth of their product they need to 

sell their product so they sell their product online as distributed resources on the data 

highway(like a road highway toll) where the customer or user needs to pay money in order 

to  use the service or acquire the content.  

 Various elements like videos, sound, images and other interactive contents are shared over 

the highway. 

 The telecommunication networks are global and when information provider and content of 

the owner determined the worth of the product and how to change money of them.   



 Information elements will ultimately link up online as distributed resources on data 

highway.  

 Where you will pay to acquire and used to multimedia based information   

 Full text from books and margins will be accessible by modem and electronic thing.   

 Feature movies will be played and report from their information gets it.  - Lectures from 

participating university provides information for education credits   

 Street maps of any city will be available.  

Explain MIDI Messages in Detail 

MIDI messages-  MIDI messages are drastic information between MIDI devices and determine what 

kind of musical events can be passed from device to device. Following is the format of MIDI messages.  

         

                      First byte                                    second byte 

                                          Dig- format of MIDI messages 

 

The format of MIDI messages consists of the status byte as a first byte and data byte as a second byte 

in MIDI messages. MIDI messages are divided into two different type. 

- Channel messages 

- System messages 

1. Channel messages-  channel message goes only to the specified device. There are two types of 

channel messages as  

- Channel voice message 

- Channel mode message 

 

a) Channel voice message-  these messages send actual performance data between MIDI 

devices describing keyboard action, controller action and control panel changes. They 

describe music by defining pitch, amplitude, timbre and other sound qualities. Each 

message has at least one and usually two data bytes to describe sound qualities.  

Ex- note on, note off, channel pressure, control change. 

b) Channel mode message-  this message determines the way that the receiving MIDI 

device respond to channel voice message. They set the MIDI channel receiving modes 

for different MIDI devices. 

Status byte                                     data byte 



Ex- local control, all notes off, Omni mode off/on etc. 

 

2. System messages- these messages go to the all devices in the MIDI system because no 

channel numbers are specified. There are three types of system messages. 

 

- System real-time message 

- System common message 

- System exclusive message 

System real-time messages are very short and simple consisting of only one byte they carry extra data 

with them to avoid delays. These messages are sent in the middle of other messages.  

Ex- system reset, time clock etc. 

System common messages are commands that prepare sequences and synthesizer to play a song. The 

various messages enable to select a song find a common starting place in the song and tune all the 

synthesizers if they need tuning. 

Ex- select song, tune request etc. 

System exclusive messages- these messages allow MIDI manufactures to create customizes to 

MIDI messages to send between MIDI devices. 

Short note on Digital audio. 

 Digital audio-  digital audio is recording and digital audio data is the actual representation of 

sound. It is sample of sound is stored in digital information in bits. The amount of information 

for each sample is known as sample size. digital audio is widely used in multimedia projects 

because it provides following facilities such as  

 

- Digital audio is available on windows platform. 

- Digital audio is created or programming does not require knowledge of music. 

- We can select digital audio in the following cases. 

- If we need to include spoken dialogue in the project.  

- If we don’t have control over play back hardware.  

- If we have to handle the digital files.  

 

 

Following dig shows the analogue wave forms which are sampled at different frequencies and each 

described sample is stored in 8 bit or 16 bits of the data. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              Dig-  analogue wave form 

 

There are three types of sample size used for multimedia voice or audio files in CD quality. these are  

44.1 kHz 

22.05 kHz 

11.025 kHz 

in a digital audio system sound of analogue electrical signal is converted with analogue to digital 

converter (ADC) this digital signal can be recorded, edited, modified and copied using computers. 

When sound engineers want to listen those recorded signals with headphone or loud speaker then we 

can use (DAC) digital analogue converter which will reverse the process. 

What is Television? Explain its conventional systems.  

3   Television: 

 Television is most important application that has developed for motion video. 

  Since 1953 television has gone through many changes. 

  In this point we present overview on different changes occurred from conventional 

system used in black and white colour to different colour television to enhance TV 

system.  

 

Conventional system: 



 The black and white television and current colour television is based on 

sensation of range. 

  The different video formats standards were established in different part of 

world.  

 Following are some conventional systems. 

 

 

 

 

  These are used in all over world with different image frame ratio and different number of 

horizontal lines to display quality video.  

 These conventional systems are given below. 

a. NTSC 

b. PAL 

c. SCEAM 

 

a) NTSC (National Television Standards Committee): 

 These standards are defined a method for encoding information into electronic that 

ultimately created a television picture. 

  It was developed in 1952. It supports the broadcast standard in Japan.  

 In NTSC video standard uses 525 horizontal lines and 30 frames per second for video 

broadcasting. 

  A single frame video was made up of 525 horizontal lines drawn into phosphorus 

cathode picture tube. 

  This tube refresh the picture for every 1/30 second by moving electron beam.  



 The picture drawing occurred very fast that your eyes would see the image is stable. 

  This process is called as interlacing is a technique will help to prevent flicker  

On television screen. 

 

 

 

 

b) PAL (phase alternate line): 

 This system was used in U.K, Europe, Australia, South America, China and South 

America.  

 It supports screen resolution of 625 horizontal lines and shows the scan rate for 25 

frames per second. 

 

c) SCEAM (sequential colour and memory): 

 This system is used in France, Eastern Europe and few other countries. 

  It supports 625 horizontal lines and supports for 50 frames per second.  

 It will differ greatly from NTSC and PAL system in its basic technology and broadcast 

methods.  

 In European countries both standards are used PAL and SCEAM. 

 

Solve Following Questions for 3 marks . 

Short note on EDTV. 

Enhance definition System (EDTV):      

EDTV are conventional system modified to offer improved vertical and horizontal resolution. 

Comb filters are one means for improving horizontal resolution. 



It uses to increase more 30% of luminance information in the horizontal resolution. 

The vertical resolution improvement where achieved by introducing progressing scanning in to the 

receivers designed for PAL and SCEAM services.  

Short note on Frequency: 

 The frequency of sound is reciprocal value of time or period.  

 The frequency represents the number of periods in seconds is measured in (Hz).  

 A convenient observation indicates thousands of oscillations per second.  

         1 kHz = 1000 Hz 

The frequency range is divided in following table. 

Sound Frequancy 

Infrasound             0-20 Hz 

                             Human hearing             20 Hz- 20 kHz 

Ultrasound            20 kHx-1GHz 

Hyper sound            1GHz- 10 THz 

 

Table 4.1 The frequency Range 

  Multimedia system typically make use of sound only within the frequency range of human 

hearing. 

  We will call sound within the human hearing range is audio file. 

 

Explain Frequency and amplitude. 

3) Frequency: 

 The frequency of sound is reciprocal value of time or period.  

 The frequency represents the number of periods in seconds is measured in (Hz).  



 A convenient observation indicates thousands of oscillations per second.  

         1 kHz = 1000 Hz 

The frequency range is divided in following table. 

Sound Frequancy 

Infrasound             0-20 Hz 

                             Human hearing             20 Hz- 20 kHz 

Ultrasound            20 kHx-1GHz 

Hyper sound            1GHz- 10 THz 

 

Table 4.1 The frequency Range 

  Multimedia system typically make use of sound only within the frequency range of human 

hearing. 

  We will call sound within the human hearing range is audio file. 

4) Amplitude: 

 a sound is also having amplitude. A property of amplitude is heard as loudness.  

 The amplitude of sound is measure of displacement of air pressure wave. 

Short note on MIDI 

 Music: the relation between music and computer has become more and more important 

especially considering the development of MIDI (music instrument digital interface) and it 

is important contribution in music industry today.  

 The MIDI interface will be electronic musical instruments and computer is the small piece 

of equipment that plug directly into computer serial port allow the transmission between the 

music devices.  



 The MIDI is considered to be the most compact interface between music world. It will give 

the full scale output without noise.  

  MIDI stands for music instrument digital interface. MIDI is standard that manufactures of 

electronic musical instrument. 

  It is set of specialization which is used to build the instrument which can use without 

difficulty.  

 MIDI used for communicate musical information between one another. 

 

Note on Audio file format-  

An audio file format for storing digital audio data on computer system. We can use background music 

for giving information about the topic. In case of multimedia projects sometimes translators and file 

format provides a structure of file for storing the digitizing sound must be known and should support 

by computer system and electronic devices. Digitized sound stored in a file we can use following file 

formats for storing sound such as  

                      Purpose                                                    extension 

- Audio interchange file                            .aiff 

- MIDI file                                                    .mid 

- Real file                                                    . ra, .rm, .ram 

- Wave file                                                   .wav 

- Media play                                               . mp3 

 

In windows operating system the digitized sound stored as a wave file format. In mac operating system the 

digitized sound stored as a data files or as a resources of system. On internet the number of file formats are 

available. It stores sound in bits or bytes. To create sampled file form of sound. AIFF file formats introduced y 

Macintosh operating system. 

Wave file format introduced by Microsoft and IBM for windows operating system. MIDI is built in sound 

board on the PC. If we have created sound files then we can use different editing soft wares to create sound 

file easily. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


